Record of Issue of License to Marry

District of Stilo  County of Hawaii

License Issued by J. M. Miles  Date of License 12 Nov. 1926

Name of Male Harry Agawa  Age 22 (2nd, 3rd, Marriage)

Nationality Japanese  Residence Honolulu

Name of Father (unknown)  Maiden Name of Mother (unknown)

Race Japanese  Race Japanese

Birthplace of Father Japan  Birthplace of Mother Japan

Name of Female Anna Mehan  Age 20 (2nd, 3rd, Marriage)

Nationality Hawaiian  Residence Stilo

Name of Father John Mehan  Maiden Name of Mother Lubi KiiKaa

Race Hawaiian  Race Hawaiian

Birthplace of Father Hawaii  Birthplace of Mother Hawaii

Names of Witnesses Mrs. Emily Fallon & Henry Mehan

Place of Marriage Stilo

Ceremony to be Performed by Rev. Father Gabriel

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages this

1. 8 day of Nov. 1926

(Signed) J. Miles

Agent to Grant Marriage Licenses.